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Qualmark
Displaying your Qualmark logo proudly is evidence that your business has been independently
validated as a quality tourism business. It provides instant recognition for customers that your
business will deliver a quality experience, while providing piece of mind for far away travel trade.
The following guidelines have been created to help you correctly utilise the Qualmark brand.
The use of the Qualmark logo is restricted to registered participants only. If you are not a participant,
you must obtain permission from Qualmark to reproduce the logo, or any element of the logo. Any use
of the elements other than that shown must be referred to Qualmark for prior approval. Logos must
be reproduced as supplied and may not be altered in any way.
To request logos or to discuss the use of these logos, please contact Qualmark at
enquiries@qualmark.co.nz

INTRODUCTION
Our promise
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A quality experience
in every way
Qualmark is a certification that helps travellers quantify the information they are presented
about our tourism experiences. It acts as the final seal of approval that signifies the experience
they are paying for is one of the most high quality, safe and sustainable experiences New Zealand
has to offer.
To help travellers understand the breadth and depth of what Qualmark stands for, we have
highlighted the three key pillars of our story.

An environmentally
friendly and holistically
sustainable experience.

Where safe principles
and practices are part of
every experience.

Where you will always
find a genuine welcome
and true New Zealand
hospitality.

INTRODUCTION
100% Pure experiences
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Our most iconic
experiences
New Zealand has a range of iconic experiences that are internationally recognized and
associated with our place and our people. To help celebrate and leverage these iconic
experiences, a new tier has been added to the Qualmark system that enables our icons
to be classified as a 100% Pure New Zealand branded experience.

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark logo suite overview
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Tiered logos

Tiered logo — horizontal

Tiered logo — horizontal plus

Tiered logo — stacked

Tiered logo — stacked plus

Qualmark is segmented into three
distinct grades of gold, silver and
bronze. The Qualmark identity you
display must always reflect your
achieved grade.

100% Pure New Zealand
Experience logo
This logo is reserved for the most
iconic New Zealand experiences.
These experiences are judged and
assigned by Qualmark and Tourism
New Zealand.

100% Pure New Zealand Experience logo — horizontal

100% Pure New Zealand Experience logo — stacked

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark tiered logo
Tiered logo breakdown
The Qualmark tiered logo is made up
of a number of parts which signify what
it stands for.
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The silver fern —
a New Zealand icon
and a link to Tourism
New Zealand

Qualmark —
the name of Tourism
New Zealand’s official
mark of quality

Tier rating —
gold, silver or bronze

Criteria badges —
the criteria by which
Qualmark is awarded
and rated
Star rating —
used for accommodation
only (not experiences)
from 1–5

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark tiered logo — horizontal
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Using the horizontal tiered logo
The horizontal tiered logo is used for
print applications down to a minimum
size (see page 9). For small-scale
and all digital applications, use the
stacked logo.

Three tiers
There are three tier ratings of the
Qualmark tiered logo — gold, silver
and bronze.

Five star ratings
Star ratings for the Qualmark tiered
logos go from 1–5. These are used for
accommodation certifications, not
experiences. Although shown here
across the gold tier only, note that
all the tiers, bronze to gold, may
have stars 1–5. There are also Plus
versions for halfway between two
star ratings.

Tiered logo without stars
The tiered logo without stars is used
for experience certifications, not
accommodation.

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark tiered logo — horizontal
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Positive and reversed-out

Positive

Reversed-out

With stars

Without stars

The positive logo is used on white
or light-coloured backgrounds. The
reversed-out version is used on black or
dark-coloured backgrounds. Note that
the black background shown here is not
a holding shape for the logo. There are
reversed-out versions of all the tiers and
star ratings of the logo.

Clear space
This clear space guideline applies
to all tiers and star ratings, and both
the positive and reversed-out versions
of the logos.

Minimum size
These minimum size guidelines apply
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logos. Note that since
the horizontal logo is used for print only,
this size guideline is not for digital use.
If you need to use the logos at a
smaller size than this, use the
stacked versions.

46mm

42mm

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark tiered logo — stacked
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Using the stacked tiered logo
The stacked tiered logo is used for
small-scale print and all digital
applications. The stacked ‘Qualmark’
and simplified criteria badges allow
better legibility at small sizes. For
larger print applications, use the
horizontal logo.

Three tiers
There are three tier ratings of the
Qualmark tiered logo — gold, silver
and bronze.

Five star ratings
Star ratings for the Qualmark tiered
logos go from 1–5. These are used for
accommodation certifications, not
experiences. Although shown here
across the gold tier only, note that
all the tiers, bronze to gold, may
have stars 1–5. There are also Plus
versions for halfway between two
star ratings.

Tiered logo without stars
The tiered logo without stars is used
for experience certifications, not
accommodation.

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark tiered logo — stacked
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Positive and reversed-out

Positive

Reversed-out

The positive logo is used on white
or light-coloured backgrounds. The
reversed-out version is used on black or
dark-coloured backgrounds. Note that
the black background shown here is not
a holding shape for the logo. There are
reversed-out versions of all the tiers and
star ratings of the logo.

Clear space
This clear space guideline applies
to all tiers and star ratings, and both
the positive and reversed-out versions
of the logos.

Minimum size
These minimum size guidelines apply
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logo.
If you are printing the logo at a height
above 45mm (with stars) or 41mm
(without stars), use the horizontal
version.

With stars — print

22mm

With stars — digital

110px

Without stars — print

20mm

Without stars — digital

100mm

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark 100% Pure
New Zealand Experience logo — horizontal
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Using the horizontal 100% Pure
New Zealand Experience logo

Positive

Reversed-out

Print

Digital

The horizontal 100% Pure New Zealand
Experience logo is used for print and
digital applications down to a minimum
size (see below). For smaller scale
applications, use the stacked logo.

Positive and reversed-out
The positive logo is used on white
or light-coloured backgrounds. The
reversed-out version is used on black or
dark-coloured backgrounds. Note that
the black background shown here is not
a holding shape for the logo.

Clear space
This clear space guideline applies
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logos.

Minimum size
These minimum size guidelines applies
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logo.
If you need to use the logo at a
smaller size than this, use the
stacked version.

14mm

64px

QUALMARK LOGO SUITE

Qualmark 100% Pure
New Zealand Experience logo — stacked
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Using the stacked 100% Pure
New Zealand Experience logo

Positive

Reversed-out

Print

Digital

The stacked 100% Pure New Zealand
Experience logo is used for smallscale print and digital applications.
For larger scale applications, use
the horizontal logo.

Positive and reversed-out
The positive logo is used on white
or light-coloured backgrounds. The
reversed-out version is used on black or
dark-coloured backgrounds. Note that
the black background shown here is not
a holding shape for the logo.

Clear space
This clear space guideline applies
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logos.

Minimum size
These minimum size guidelines applies
to both the positive and reversed-out
versions of the logo.
If you need to use the logo at a
height above 13mm or 63px, use
the horizontal version.

10mm

46px

LOGO USAGE

Keeping the logo pure
Logo don’ts
There are a few “don’ts” that should be
observed when using the logos.
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These rules apply to all versions of the
Qualmark logo.

Don’t place the logo over a busy
background image.

Don’t change the colour of the logo.

Don’t distort the logo.

Don’t use any effects on the logo.

Don’t add or convert any of the
logo elements to a keyline.

Don’t place the logo in a holding shape.

WELCOME TO A

Don’t use any of the logo
elements alone.

Don’t change the size relationship
or position of the logo elements.

Don’t add any copy to the logo, or use
the logo as part of a sentence.

LOGO USAGE

Application examples
Exterior signage

Interior signage
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The Qualmark logo can be applied to
signage as either a window decal or
a plaque.

Print ad

ULTIMATE
BUNGEE
ultimatebungee.co.nz

LOGO USAGE

Application examples
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The Qualmark logo can be applied in
any position in the digital space,
although a prominent position allows
for maximum impact of the certification.
Ensure clear space and minimum size
guidelines are observed.

Website

Mobile website

THE LODGE
ROTORUA

$20 OFF
LIMITED TIME

ABOUT US
Et verit archil maximet arcia secte ventiunt fugiam rerum autate volupta quistiis
sit pa adiorro vidipsamene cus, optat laborae lab inus,Ilique venihillor sum quame
volupiet perum quunte net quo od moditem. Et quas aute reris minum si te doluptati
autessumqui corero invelest et experum laborem quiate elitia volupta tempores rae
nempos aliqui Gilin stebat, ommoruncute eti, conves bon tum sidiis.

Bo. Et verit archil maximet arcia secte ventiunt
fugiam rerum autate volupta quistiis sit pa
adiorro vidipsamene cus, optat laborae lab
inus,Ilique venihillor sum quame volupiet
perum quunte net quo od moditem. Et quas
aute reris minum si te doluptati autessumqui
corero invelest et experum laborem quiate
elitia volupta tempores rae nempos aliqui
natet ene et perumquid et faccum sincilis
simillanim alignatium autas mil molles eum
es esequi vel et aut invelent ra nitin nus quas
audis que vel idebita ersped ullit exero ex.
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